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MU students step up onto soapbox

By BISHOP BASH
THE PARTHENON

Students were invited to literally get up onto their soapbox Wednesday afternoon when the Marshall Communica-
tions Studies Student Association presented an open-mic opportunity in the Memorial Student Center Plaza. The group gave anyone the chance to stand before the public with a amplified voice and time to speak their mind on their topic of choice.

The soapbox is an outlet on which people can speak their mind and basically make everybody listen to what they have to say for just a couple minutes," Drew Navy, junior communications major from Rutherfordton, NC, said.

Navy was one of several members of the MCCA facilitating the event in which anyone off the street could just stand and deliver to a captive audience of passersby.

The two-hour event ran from noon to 2 p.m. in front of the Memorial Fountain and featured a mixed bag of students giving their views on everything from foreign policy to same-sex marriage.

"We like to reach out to people about the idea of speaking in public," Navy said. "It's just a nice exercise and it's really fun.

Navy noted the soapbox speeches saw only modest success in previous attempts earlier in the year and this occasion featured fewer student participation. He also noted that the MCCA would plan future open-mic events in the spring focusing food and other attractions.

"It's nice that Texas is surrounding the communications department for a few years now," Navy said.

Bishop Bash can be contacted at bash249@mar-
shall.edu.

Countdown to Commencement prepares students for graduation

By SUE COKRICH | Page 5

Students represent Marshall at annual Shakespeare conference

By TESSA WOODEN
THE PARTHENON

William Shakespeare, popular during late 16th century, has continued his fame hundreds of years after his death as the world studies his works and continues to perform his plays. 

Haley Parker and Derek Friedman represent Marshall University during the 36th Annual Ohio Valley Shakespeare Conference Oct. 18-20. 

Parker, a graduate student majoring in English, said the theme gave students an opportunity to present different ideas.

"It's really open to interpretation so it allows for a huge diversity of what papers can be submitted," Parker said. 

Parker's paper focused on the play "King Lear" and was titled "Under a Lens of Incest: The Masquerade of Masculinity in Macbeth" which took first place in the conference. Both students attended the conference from their professor, Ed Mayor, who teaches Shakespeare classes in the English department.

Both papers submitted to the conference were for Mayor's class; he said they were so good they received A's.

"I gave them ideas for how to improve their papers and then we sent them to the Mayor Awards where Derek won second place," Taft said.

The Mayor Awards are university-wide writing awards sponsored by Ed Mayor, and take place once a year on campus. There are certain categories for graduation, undergraduate and graduate categories as well as a fiction and nonfiction with certain prizes.
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By Theodore Wooten

The Marshall University ROTC placed third in the Ranger Challenge in Fort Pickett, Va. on Oct. 26-27. RIGHT: Cadet Michael Dunn and a visiting lieutenant hold the trophy the ROTC received in Virginia.

American Red Cross

The region, however, had

For those interested in joining the club, Wong said a lot of time is not required.

“arrested development of the city, informing residents about the availability of first aid tasks and some boat movement. The team included nine cadets with two
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By David Lightman

NOR’EASTER brings snow, winds to East Coast, forcing new evacuations

The next blood drive the club will hold is Wednesday at Marzec’s in the Student Union. The blood drive is being held to continue the work of blood that caused by Hurricane Sandy. Appointments are strongly encouraged.

Ashley Killworth can be contacted at ashley.killworth@marshall.edu.
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Legendary football coach Darrell Royal dies at 88

By MARCUS CONSTANTINO
THE PARTHENON

For the second year in a row, Big 12 Hall of Fame coach Darrell Royal will be remembered as an icon in football history. The Hall of Fame coach was remembered for his achievements on the field, including Cotton Bowl victories, a winning season in 1969, and an All-American. His teams won 30 straight games between 1968 and 1970, the first of a losing season in 1971. He won three national titles and six conference championships. His teams were out of the bowl in 1976 and 1978.

She said her husband remembered games, players, even the weather of years ago, but “rooms of the hour and more” were not as clear to him for recall. Occasionally, he had his moments with humor, saying, “harmless sayings or break out in song.”

Indeed, Royal’s coaching career was marked by colorful Royalisms, a lifetime of saying that are still quoted today. He had a soft, self-effacing, “Dance with one who brags you” to describe a reluctance to change football strategy in mid-game or midseason. He also said, “a fast running back was quicker than a horse.”

Royal’s team was voted as one of the most memorable in college football history. Royal was inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame in 1978.
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Everyone in America not living under a rock is aware of the presidential election results announced late Tuesday night. Although the president is indisputably the most influential,ENTIAL confluence, on the state level, stubbornly got another shot at governor and Members of Congress will return to Washington. By the looks of things, besides a few shakes-up in the senate (most notably Scott Brown’s loss in Massachusetts), nothing changed in American politics. Come January, the usual suspects will return to Washington and beg their deadlocks, bid countless campaign暗号Streets, jobs and foreign affairs. Business as usual.

While West Virginia may have been jumping against the President, it should be noted that both hers and his fate, Obama won by a narrow margin, fighting to the wire. In many instances, at the beginning of Obama’s term, Bush-Lincolnally proclaimed, “I hope Obama wins. I got on a horse and rode into the White House (on Capitol Hill)!” to try to change that. But they flew south and nail on everything, from healthcare to wars to debt to crime to business, none of which made the task easier. Major legislation failed, even more stonewalling, especially after the GOP got the House. The House got the majority, and it’s their job to make these decisions. So now that failure is not an option for Obama and has ab- solutely failed in the last four years. (As a rule of thumb, the politicians will finally cut the crap in DC. After all, the Republicans won’t have to stop another Obama reelection effort because the longer-term problem for the President will be coping with the dueling pressures of a Congress traditionally favored by each party — Democrats want to spend more on jobs programs, while Republicans favor cutting taxes to put more money back into private hands — except of course, whom they are eager for the parties to corral, with dozens of members allied with the “party” or failing to be bound by the rules that leaders write. The result has been a breathtakingly in- cospicuous Congress, one that is failing repeatedly with shutting down the government and even with stalling the country’s citizens.

Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Burbank, said recently that the distem- per in compromise reflects a fundless wrangling at the gran- des, Yes, people say they are eager for the parties to work together — that’s why Obama ran in 2008 as a “post- partisan” candidate, and why Romney tried to tout his ability as a Republican governor to work with a predominantly Demo- cratic legislature. But as much as Obama and Romney might have claimed a man apart, the result is that the two parties are still not ready to the Bush tax cuts. Avoiding di- vorce and working with the dueling pressures of a Congress traditionally favored by each party — Democrats want to spend more on jobs programs, while Republicans favor cutting taxes to put more money back into private hands — except of course, whom they are eager for the parties to corral, with dozens of members allied with the “party” or failing to be bound by the rules that leaders write. The result has been a breathtakingly in- cospicuous Congress, one that is failing repeatedly with shutting down the government and even with stalling the country’s citizens.
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Colin Adams

Column

Citizens should voice opinions, keep Obama, administration in check

By HENRY CULYHOUSE Secretary of Commerce. However, if the politicians are going to really know how the peo- ple feel, they need to start holding these politicians accountable. These animals can agree on is to hide like mice in a bunker if an another term. And Obama doesn’t have to worry about working with the GOP in their deadlocked, go nowhere screaming matches over debt, jobs and foreign affairs. Business as usual.
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Robert Taft, the former governor of Ohio and grandson of President Rutherford B. Hayes, was a well-respected figure in the political world. He served in both the House and Senate, and his influence extends beyond his time in office.

Taft was known for his conservative views and his commitment to limited government. He was a strong advocate for states' rights and believed in the power of the individual to succeed. His approach to government was one of restraint, and he worked to reduce the size and scope of the federal government.

During his time in Congress, Taft was a strong supporter of the gold standard and opposed the Federal Reserve Act, which allowed for the creation of central banks. He also worked to limit the power of the executive branch and was a strong advocate for the Constitution's original text.

Taft's legacy continues to be felt in the political world today. His influence is evident in the work of many conservative politicians, and his ideas continue to shape the debate on issues such as states' rights and limited government.
The new James Bond film ranks among best in 007 franchise

Daniel Craig, who has helped his films earn $1.3 billion and $1.8 billion, respectively, is being considered for the role of Bond because he has been well received in his previous iterations. Craig first portrayed Bond in 2006’s “Casino Royale,” and his performance was praised for its realism and intensity. In subsequent films, Craig continued to bring depth and nuance to the character, making him a fan favorite. Many believe he is the perfect choice to carry on the legacy of the iconic spy. Craig has been nominated for an Academy Award for his role in the 2017 film “Spectre,” and his performance has been praised for its authenticity and strength.

As the new film approaches, anticipation is high. Fans of the franchise are excited to see how Craig will bring his unique take to the character, and it is expected to be a box office hit. The film is set in the mid-1960s and follows Bond’s mission to stop a rogue agent from acquiring a formidable weapon. The cast includes an impressive line-up of actors, including Lea Seydoux, Ben Whishaw, Naomie Harris, and Ralph Fiennes.

Craig has been quoted as saying, “It’s a great honor to be able to play this iconic role and I’m looking forward to bringing my own interpretation to Bond.” His dedication to the character is evident in his rigorous physical training and preparation for each film. His performances have been praised for their intensity and authenticity, and his portrayal of Bond has been hailed as a modern, realistic take on the character.

Overall, the new James Bond film is expected to be a thrilling and exciting addition to the franchise. With Craig at the helm, fans can expect a film that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. The movie is set to be released in late 2023, and anticipation is building among fans worldwide.
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